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0 of 0 review helpful Getting Frustrating By Buckeye in Virginia So in book 28 Schettler pulls a Final Countdown 
with Kinlan s brigade in this book he brings to WWII naval forces from 2021 that may overwhelm KIROV and 
KAZAN while Hitler launches a very unlike Hitler operation against Iraq I understand all too well the three acts of 
Shakespeare but dang it s getting difficult to believe the Allies can win I supp In Book 28 Lions at Dawn the war 
moves back to North Africa where Eisenhower Montgomery Patton and the Air Marshalls plan their drive on Tunis 
General Patton has ideas of his own and they do not involve waiting for Monty to fight his way along the Algerian 
coast His plan presents a major crisis for Kesselring and Von Arnim when Hitler orders the withdrawal of all Germany 
rsquo s elite paratroop units The F uuml hrer has eyes on a new prize in the Middle East an 
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